
Jarvis Products Corporation
Hand Held Cutting Tools For the Seafood Industry

Jarvis Products Corporation is one of the world’s largest producers of food processing equipment.
For 100 years, the Jarvis name has stood for quality, craftsmanship, and dependability.  Jarvis equip-
ment has been designed to increase productivity, produce a superior product, increase operator
comfort, and at the same time reduce labor costs. Jarvis also supplies auxiliary equipment such as
complete vacuum systems.  Headquartered in Middletown, Connecticut, U.S.A., the Jarvis product
line is sold and serviced worldwide through twelve branch locations and Jarvis’ J26 Federation of
Distributors.

The patented FTC-JARVIS Ergo-Light Pin Bone Remover uses a
unique mechanical picking action to gently remove pin bones from
nearly all fresh/defrosted and smoked fillets.  This air powered tool is
fast, efficient, reliable and labor saving, producing the highest possi-
ble yields.  Designed for rugged use, the pin bone remover performs
under the most difficult working conditions.

Quickest and most efficient way
to remove scales is the FTC-

JARVIS Ultra-Light Fish Scaler.  It is lightweight, weighing only
1.7 lbs (0.77 kg).  Made of corrosion resistant materials, the fish
scaler is easy to use and vibration free.  A water supply adapter
and air panel are also included.

For removing claws, fins, heads and tails, Jarvis also makes
the Airsnip® line of power assisted scissors in several sizes and
cutting configurations to suit any application. Our Model 35
PA-2 or the Model 35 Airsnip® are perfect for close cutting and
trimming procedures, minimizing operator effort on highly
repetitive and difficult
cuts.  

Our Model 35 PA-2 is
easy to operate, and especially designed for high yield opera-
tions requiring full blade control.  They are designed for com-
plete operator comfort, and blade movement can be stopped
at anytime - just like an ordinary pair of scissors.   Because
they are totally immersible, all Airsnip® products are easy to
clean and maintain.  Several styles of hardened stainless steel
blades are also available.  Blades are easily removed for
sharpening.

Model 35 PA-2 Airsnip®

FTC-JARVIS Pin Bone Remover
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Jarvis’ LKE-1 Vacuum Gun is a pneumatically controlled gun
ideally suited for high-speed vacuum removal of  kidneys,
bloodline and eggs.  The lightweight gun has a unique air trig-
ger system that reduces operator fatigue, and with instanta-
neous vacuum provides increased production.  It’s easy to
use, clean and maintain. The gun's replaceable tubes and
handles reduce maintenance costs.  For many years this tool
has been used by New Zealand fisheries for removing salmon
kidneys and bloodlines. 

Jarvis Model SPC 165 Circular Saw with Depth Gauge has
multiple purposes.  With a two (2) inch adjustable cutting
depth, it can easily split open a variety of large fish.  All stain-
less construction ensures no corrosion.  Instant blade stop
action stops the blade at any time.

Our line of lightweight, flexible and high speed reciprocating
saws (Models 404, 424, 444 and 464) are ideal for removing
heads, fins and tails on larger sized fish, such as tuna, shark
or swordfish.  Jarvis’ reciprocating saws have a well founded
reputation of rugged con-
struction, high speed and
good cutting performance,

and can be purchased with either electric or pneumatic drives.
For many years East Coast fisherman have used Jarvis’ Model
464 breaking saws to efficiently remove tuna tails.  

For more information about the these products, or to arrange an in-plant demonstration, please
contact Kevin or Harry Chamberlain at 860-347-7271, or by fax at 860 347-9905/ 860 347-6978.
Email address is jarvis.products.corp@snet.net, web site is www.jarvisproducts.com.
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